Abstract. This paper aims to investigate the correct prediction of load carrying capacity of reinforced concrete (RC) columns. Although substantial experimental and analytical researches have been conducted to model and simulate the response of concrete, little success has been achieved for the general description of the failures of RC columns subjected to bending and axial load. In order to predict the load carrying capacity of RC column, this paper introduces a new relationship for calculating the cohesion parameter of Drucker-Prager criterion. The relationship is developed from a parametric study of a large number of nonlinear finite element analyses of RC columns to account for the parameters. Incorporating these parameters into the failure criterion of concrete, the failure cone of Drucker-Prager model is enforced to approximate and coincide with the whole compressive meridian of the criterion up to the analytically predicted point of the load carrying capacity in the failure analyses. The proposed approach is compared with other approaches using the available column test data to demonstrate how accurately it predicts the load carrying capacity. It is shown that the proposed approach fit quite well to the experimental results of 28 specimens tested by four different researchers.
Introduction
In the last four decades, several analytical approaches and finite element models has been developed to simulate the behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) columns by using various material models for concrete. Constitutive models for concrete should be concerned with pressure sensitivity, path dependence, stiffness degradation and cyclic response. It is generally assumed that concrete behaves like an elastic-perfectly plastic material after reaching its maximum capacity, and that the failure surface is fixed in the stress space. Many yield functions have been proposed for concrete (Chen 1982) . Among those, the Drucker-Prager (D-P) criterion has been widely adopted for the concrete modeling (Karabinis, Kiousis 1994 Lan 1998; Karabinis, Rousakis 2002; Mirmiran et al. 2000; Shahawy et al. 2000; Mahfouz et al. 2001; Oh 2002; Rousakis et al. 2007 ; Arslan 2007) because of its simplicity (two-parameter model defined by cohesion, c and angle of internal friction, φ ). Pankaj and Lin (2005) studied the influence of two similar continuum plasticity models, the D-P model and the Concrete Damaged Plasticity model, on the analytical seismic response of a RC frame structure. Deniaud and Neale (2006) observed a good agreement between the elasto-plastic analysis of FRP-steel confined concrete columns with the D-P yield criterion and experimental data. and proposed stress-strain curves describing the axial and lateral behavior of externally confined circular concrete columns, where the curves were derived from elasto-plastic behavior of the confined concrete by using D-P yield criterion for concrete. Majewski et al. (2008) predicted the behaviour of RC columns subjected to eccentric compression with consideration of cracks, where concrete was described with an elasto-plastic model using D-P model. Yu et al. (2010a) proposed a modified D-P model for the modelling of confined concrete. Yu et al. (2010b) presents an improved plastic-damage model for concrete, based on the assessment of the modified D-P type model presented in the companion paper Yu et al. (2010a) .
A considerable amount of nonlinear analysis has been done using (1) the von Misses criterion; (2) the Coulomb or modified Coulomb criterion; and (3) D-P criterion (Chen 1982) . The D-P model incorporates isotropic hardening. The model used by Chen and Mau (1989) is too complex to adopt since it requires 24 parameters to be calibrated based on experimental results. A simple solution is usually preferred in the elasto-plastic analyses of concrete. Mirmiran et al. (2000) assumes an elasticperfectly plastic response to reduce the number of parameters by utilizing a D-P type plasticity. The parameters of the D-P were determined via a detailed calibration study based upon a sensitivity analysis.
In this paper, several aspects of the threedimensional (3D) finite element modeling of RC columns have been investigated. The emphasis was kept on the determination of the material parameters of D-P criterion in order to predict the load carrying capacity of RC columns. Employing a realistic and practical failure model of concrete which only needs cylindrical compressive strength, the cohesion and the internal friction parameters of D-P criterion have been adjusted through a parametric study. Providing an optimum mesh size configuration for the nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA), the comparison between the predictions of the present study and the experimental results of 28 columns tested by four different researchers (Atalay, Penzien 1975; Lu et al. 1999; Muguruma et al. 1989; Azizinamini et al. 1988) are to be made for the validation of the present approach (Table 1 ). The NLFEA of the columns, employing the D-P yield criterion for concrete, have been performed and the concrete cohesion has been investigated.
Principle and modeling parameters of the DruckerPrager (D-P) criteria
The ductile behavior of the materials, which are weak in tension and exhibit volumetric plastic strain, can be described using the D-P yield criterion, which can be written as (Chen 1982) :
in which I 1 is the first stress invariant, J 2 is the second stress invariant, α and k are the material constants which can be related to the friction angle φ and cohesion c of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion in several ways. The material constants α and k are (Chen 1982) :
The internal friction angle is approximately between 30° and 37°, which can be found by drawing various tangent lines to the compressive meridian, obtained from experimental data of concrete. These values have been successfully used in the previous studies (Chen 1982; Mirmiran et al. 2000; Arslan 2007; Karakoç, Köksal 1997) . In Mirmiran et al. (2000) study, the cohesion, the internal friction angle, and the dilatancy angle are utilized as 8.275 MPa, 28°, and zero degrees, respectively, for the range of concrete strengths from 29.6 MPa to 32.0 MPa. Lubliner et al. (1989) and Oller et al. (1990) suggested that the concrete cohesion and internal friction angle for Mohr-Coulomb material constant can be taken as 2.80-3.60 MPa and 32°, respectively. Using the parametric study, Arslan (2007) recommends a relation for the cohesion, which outcomes generally between 2.1 and 6.0 MPa for RC slender beams. In this study, internal friction angles for normal and high strength concrete are considered as 33° and 37°, respectively.
Several concrete cohesion equations of D-P yield criterion (Chen 1982; Arslan 2007; Chen, Mau 1989; Köksal 1998; Rochette, Labossie`re 1996) have been proposed to calculate the load carrying capacity of RC members. In Köksal (1998) study, an attempt has been made for determining the concrete cohesion after calibrating the results of several finite element applications and the following equation has been proposed (Köksal 1998) :
in which f t is the tensile strength of concrete, G f is the fracture energy of concrete under tension and d a is the maximum aggregate diameter. According to Phillips and Binsheng (1993) , G f is given as follows:
Arslan (2007) proposed that the concrete cohesion parameter of D-P yield criterion is defined by means of NLFEA. The corresponding experimental results regarding the sensitivity of the D-P modeling parameters in the prediction of the nonlinear response of RC beams ( ) 
in which ρ is expressed in percentage (%) and f c in MPa, a/d is the shear span-to-depth ratios and d/d a size effect. According to Chen (1982) , the concrete cohesion is related to the angle of internal friction and the compressive strength of concrete (from control cylinders) f c as:
Rochette and Labossie`re (1996) suggested a direct approach to calculate the angle of internal friction and the concrete cohesion as given by: Table 2 shows the comparison between the concrete cohesion predicted by Eqs (3), (5), (6) and (8) and the concrete cohesion values of NLFEA results. It can be clearly observed that the predictions are fairly different. In order to reduce the errors which may be induced by the discrepancy of ultimate load capacity of test columns and NLFEA results, a new concrete cohesion equation of D-P yield criterion is proposed to allow a more accurate estimate of load carrying capacity of such columns. This paper presents a careful finite element investigation into the concrete cohesion of D-P yield criterion in RC columns. The finite element software ANSYS v11.0 (2010) has been extensively used throughout the analyses. The goal of this study is to derive an analytical relation for the prediction of the concrete cohesion of RC columns based on load carrying capacity values obtained from the NLFEA. A parametric study has been performed to asses the influence of the material and geometric parameters previously identified on the load-carrying capacity. To account for the actual material behavior and to ensure the continuity of response of RC columns, attention has been paid to the definition of load carrying capacity as well as to the governing parameters a/d, f c and N/N 0 .
Finite element modeling of RC columns
In the numerical investigations carried out within the scope of this study, the finite element software ANSYS v11.0 (2010) was used. Data were obtained from the previously cited experiments on RC columns covering a wide range of column properties. Geometrical and material properties of the RC columns are given in Table 1 , which identifies key parameters of 28 test columns. The included columns satisfy the following criteria: column span-to-depth ratio, 2.5 ≤ a/d ≤ 5.5; concrete strength, 27.4 MPa ≤ f c ≤ 115.8 MPa; longitudinal and transverse reinforcement nominal yield stress, f y and f yw , in the range of 181~616 MPa; longitudinal reinforcement ratio, 1.67% ≤ ρ ≤ 3.81%; nominal stirrup strength, 0.55 MPa ≤ ρ w f yw ≤ 12.76 MPa; cyclic lateral load reversals; and apparent flexural failure. Columns were tested by loading double ended test configurations. In this paper, the test data (Atalay, Penzien 1975; Lu et al. 1999; Muguruma et al. 1989; Azizinamini et al. 1988 ) are evaluated to investigate the influence of a/d, N/N 0 and f c .
Numerous experimental studies has been carried out to investigate the effect of compressive strength of concrete (f c ), span-to-depth ratio (a/d), axial load ratio (N/N 0 ), nominal stirrups strength (ρ w f yw ), longitudinal reinforcement ratio (ρ) and size effect on the seismic performance of the columns. Atalay and Penzien (1975) tested 10 RC columns to investigate the effect of axial load ratio (N/N 0 ) and transverse reinforcement under reversals of lateral load. The second experimental work examined in this study was conducted by Lu et al. (1999) . Besides the scale effects, general rules regarding the influences of transverse reinforcement and axial load ratio on the ductility and strength of columns were investigated on the small-scale model. The third experimental work examined in this study includes high-strength RC columns tested by Muguruma et al. (1989) . Axial load ratio of these columns ranges from 0.254 to 0.629 and compressive strength of concrete of these columns are 85.7 MPa and 115.8 MPa. The other test series verified in this study are the experimental work of Azizinamini et al. (1988) , in which axial load ratios of these columns are 0.21 and 0.31, and nominal stirrups strengths are 9.99 MPa and 8.01 MPa. Atalay and Penzien (1975) , Lu et al. (1999) , Muguruma et al. (1989) and Azizinamini et al. (1988) stated in their works that the shear strength was much greater than the flexural strength of columns so that the columns were enforced to fail in pure flexure. The experimental results of these specific columns have been used to validate the concrete cohesion of D-P yield criterion. In NLFEA, a finer mesh leads to a weaker element with a premature failure, and the analysis does not reflect the actual load carrying capacity and deformational pattern (Arslan 2007; Köksal, Arslan 2004) . In order to obtain realistic results from the numerical simulation of RC members avoiding the mesh dependency problem, optimum mesh size is used. In this study, optimum mesh size, which is about 4 times the maximum aggregate size, is adopted for the NLFEA of RC columns.
Reinforcements have been modelled discretely using Link8 element. Solid45 elements have been used at the supports and at the loading regions to prevent stress concentrations. The concrete has been modelled using Solid65 eight-node brick element, which is capable of simulating the cracking and crushing behavior of brittle materials. The Solid65 element requires linear isotropic and multiaxial isotropic material properties to properly model the concrete. The NLFEA of the columns have been performed by employing the D-P yield criterion for concrete. A full bond is assumed between the reinforcement and the concrete components implying compatible deformation. A load-controlled analysis has been performed by increasing the load at the tip of the column incrementally. Only the half of the column has been modelled due to the symmetry of the loading and geometry. The analysis has been carried out using Newton-Raphson technique.
The tensile strength f t of concrete is taken as 
Development of new concrete cohesion prediction equations
From the NLFEA results ( Table 2 ) it appears that the development of a new equation for the concrete cohesion of D-P yield criterion requires the use of the three significant variables: a/d, f c and N/N 0 . The first step in this analysis is to determine the basic format of the concrete cohesion equation using parametric study. The resulting function is as follows:
in which k is the constant (see Table 2 ). Azizinamini et al. (1988) 4.1. Parametric study A parametric study has been undertaken to identify the influence of various parameters on the concrete cohesion of RC columns using finite element investigation and to define factor k and function in Eq. (9) Test specimens are double ended and loaded with point loads and axial loads. Span-to-depth ratio, axial load ratio and compressive strength of concrete were found to be the significant parameters, and the function in Eq. (9) was determined as:
The value of the concrete cohesion of D-P yield criterion was computed by NLFEA and the exponents b1, b2, and b3, and the coefficient k in Eq. (10) were determined from multiple regression analysis.
Influence of a/d on concrete cohesion
Pujol et al. (2000) used an expression, attributed to Richart et al. (1929) that is a function of the cohesion coefficient, the concrete compressive strength and the average stress normal to the potential failure plane, to predict the ultimate shear stress capacity. The cohesion coefficient used by Pujol et al. (2002) depends on the maximum drift ratio and span-to-depth ratio (a/d). for slender columns (a/d ≥ 2.5). The variation of concrete cohesion for slender columns can be expressed as follows:
4.1.2. Influence of N/N 0 on concrete cohesion
The model of Pujol et al. (2000) states that the cohesion term in Coulomb's criterion depends on the drift ratio capacity and span-to-depth ratio. The drift capacity of a column reduces as the axial load level increases according to Panagiotakos and Fardis (2001) , Lynn (2001) , Sezen (2002) , Sasani (2007) , Bae and Bayrak (2009) . Axial load ratio directly affects the depth of the compressive zone and therefore affects the drift capacity of RC columns. The influence of N/N 0 on the concrete cohesion has been investigated using the columns tested by Atalay and Penzien (1975) . The results of NLFEA for N/N 0 = 0.098 ~ 0.278 indicate that the concrete cohesion increases slightly with N/N 0 , as shown in Fig. 2 . It has been assumed that the concrete cohesion is proportional to (N/N 0 )
0.16
for the columns considered in this study. The variation of concrete cohesion for RC columns can be expressed as follows:
4.1.3. Influence of compressive strength of concrete on concrete cohesion A regression analysis has been undertaken to identify the influence of f c on the concrete cohesion using the results of NLFEA. The effect of f c on the concrete cohesion is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows that the proposed equation matches closely with the numerical results. The results of NLFEA for a/d = 2.50 ~ 5.50, N/N 0 = 0.07 ~ 0.63, f c = 27.40 MPa ~ 115.80 MPa, ρ = 1.67% ~ 3.81% and ρ w f yw = 0.55 ~ 12.76 MPa indicate that the concrete cohesion increases as f c increases for all columns. It has been assumed that the concrete cohesion is proportional to 
Proposed concrete cohesion equation for RC columns
Based on the previous parametric study, considering the influence of parameters; the span-to-depth ratio (a/d), axial load ratio (N/N 0 ) and the compressive strength of concrete (f c ), the concrete cohesion of D-P yield criterion for RC columns can be expressed as:
in which f c in MPa. The proposed concrete cohesion Eq. (14) captures the effect of a/d, N/N 0 and f c on the NLFEA results. Table 2 shows the comparison between the concrete cohesion predicted by Eqs (3), (5), (6), (8), the proposed Eq. (14) and the concrete cohesion values of NLFEA results.
Evaluation of proposed equation
The proposed Eq. (14) considers the main parameters for columns (a/d ≥ 2.5). The proposed method calculates the value of concrete cohesion in Eq. (14) as a function of span-to-depth ratio (a/d), axial load ratio (N/N 0 ), and compressive strength of concrete (f c ). Hence, this equation may be considered as one of the more reliable empirical equations by taking into account the effects of a/d and N/N 0 on concrete cohesion. The NLFEA results of columns are discussed as follows. Twenty-eight small and large-scale columns tested by four different researchers (Atalay, Penzien 1975; Lu et al. 1999; Muguruma et al. 1989; Azizinamini et al. 1988) have been modelled using the approach described previously (Table 3 ). Atalay and Penzien (1975) tested a group of square concrete columns. Figs 5 and 6 illustrate that the predicted responses match experimental results in all cases. The ratio of the predicted to the experimental load carrying capacity varies between 1.00 and 1.28, with an average of 1.15 and a standard deviation of 9%. Therefore, NLFEA point out that there is no effect of stirrup nominal strength (ρ w f yw ) on the accuracy of estimations of the proposed Eq. (14).
Eight square columns tested by Lu et al. (1999) have been modeled. As shown in Figs 5-6, the proposed Eq. (14) predicts concrete cohesion satisfactorily. The ratio of the predicted to experimental load carrying capacity has an average of 0.98, and the standard deviation is 7%. For columns tested by Muguruma et al. (1989) , the ratio of the predicted to the experimental load carrying capacity has an average of 0.98, and the standard deviation is 10%. It is shown that the predicted load carrying capacities are in very good agreement with the experimental results. 
Conclusions
This paper has been concerned with a simple elastoplastic approach for NLFEA of RC columns. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results of the analyses:
− Twenty-eight small and large-scale column specimens tested by four different researchers (Atalay, Penzien 1975; Lu et al. 1999; Muguruma et al. 1989; Azizinamini et al. 1988 ) have been numerically modelled using the proposed approach. Comparisons between analytical and experimental results confirm that the proposed numerical approach is appropriate for estimating the load-carrying capacities of RC columns; − The ratio of the predicted to experimental load carrying capacities is between 0.83 and 1.28. It is shown that a good correlation exists between the experimental results and the predictions by the proposed Eq. (14); − The proposed equation shows several capabilities for dealing with nonlinear behaviour of RC columns. But, further calibrations using the experimental results reported in the literature are needed to obtain a better performance.
